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Newsletter – April & May 2021
Dear Colleagues,

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING & FELLOWSHIP LUNCHEON –
SATURDAY, 24TH APRIL 2021
PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Unfortunately, due to the fact that I was recovering from recent surgery, Ivy and I were
unable to attend the Annual General Meeting (AGM) and Fellowship Luncheon on 24 th April
2021. In my absence, the meeting was chaired by the Vice President, Graham Henry.
Everybody that I spoke to after the event, commented on how well Graham conducted both
the AGM and the Fellowship Luncheon, which was thoroughly enjoyed by all. I would also
like to pass on my personal thanks to Graham for an excellent job.
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I would also like to thank the whole Committee for their combined efforts in ensuring that
the day was an outstanding success:
John Elliott for his work in co-coordinating the attendance list, financial management and
putting together a photographic display of attending members treasured family
photos. I would also like to thank him for his continuing efforts in copying and
cataloguing all photographs loaned to him.
Carl Schiller for ensuring our timely funding from the Air Force Association Victoria.
Molly Agius for helping raise a substantial amount with the raffle and auctions. The money
raised will go directly into our coffers and enable us to continue supporting our
membership.
As you would be aware, at the AGM all Committee positions were declared vacant and the
following members were re-elected, with the additional inclusion of Greg Donaldson as a
third committee member:
President:
Vice-President:
Secretary/Treasurer:
Three Committee Members:

Walter Sherman
Graham Henry
John Elliott
Carl Schiller (Immediate Past President)
Molly Aquis
Greg Donaldson

In response to my request, Graham Henry has kindly written the following summary of the
day’s events:

No 2 Squadron Branch, Air Force Association, Vic. Division
AGM/ Luncheon on Saturday, 24APR 2021 at Brighton Beach Hotel
Welcome
It was a pleasure to act as Chairman for the day and to welcome the twenty-three members
present for a very enjoyable afternoon together for what was the 75 th anniversary of the
No 2SQN Hudson Association, formed in 1946, with subsequent slight variations of its name
since then to accommodate members from later conflicts. It is also the 105 th anniversary
year since the formation of No 2 Squadron Australian Flying Corps in 1916 and it happened
to be the 100th Anniversary for the RAAF on 31March. What a Year to commemorate!!
It was a special pleasure to welcome SQNLDR Lee-Anne Stanway, as the Guest Speaker. LeeAnne, served with No 2 Squadron in the Middle East on OP OKRA as an Air Battle Manager
in the Wedgetail aircraft. Lee-Anne who is currently posted to the Melbourne area is a
member of our Branch and also on the Board of Directors for the Air Force Association,
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Victoria Division. Congratulation Lee-Anne, enjoy your current posting and best wishes for
a return to flying duties with 2 Squadron in the future.
Everyone present was delighted to welcome WW2 Veteran, Alex Greig and wife Diedre who
travelled from Sorrento whilst many others came from local and distant metropolitan
suburbs. Two members, Molly Agius and John Lovegrove were each accompanied by
younger family members, Scott Thomas and Meabh Longhnane, and John and Jacob
Lovegrove, all keen to absorb or renew connection with the 2 Sqn Branch.

New Members
Greg Donaldson and Margot and Wally Goodwin are very welcome new members and Greg,
from Trentham, arranged to bring Joyce Daymon from Woodend. This was most welcome
arrangement as Joyce was one of the early and most active members, particularly when the
Ladies held their own annual Reunions of the Association and sadly, we had lost contact
with her for several years. Thanks Greg.
Apologies
Apologies were received from the following:
President, Walter Sherman, who had spinal surgery on 15 APR 21 and his wife Ivy were
unable to attend and Walter delegated the role to the Vice President for the day. Other
apologies were from Carl and Christine Schiller, Kevin Quinn and David McNamara.
Carl, our Past President and the current National President of the Air Force Association, was
required to attend the National ANZAC DAY Service held in Canberra and Kevin was unable
to make his usual trip from Queensland for urgent health reasons and David was to assist
him to attend the Luncheon. We also missed some of the regular attendees who usually
travelled from Ballarat or interstate but the complications that currently exist made travel
so difficult and unpredictable. Perhaps next year?
The AGM
The President’s Report and the Treasurer’s Report were each received and Carried.
The nominations for office holders equalled the vacancies and as you will read from the
Minutes, all the previous holders, plus Greg Donaldson, were declared re-elected for one
year.
Next AGM Meeting: Saturday 23 APR 2022.
Luncheon
During the Luncheon, The Loyal Toast to Her Majesty the Queen was proposed by the
Chairman and following the address by SQNLDR Lee-Anne Stanway with an update on
Squadron activities, Lee-Anne proposed the Toast to the Squadron.
The Auction/Raffle was well arranged by Molly Agius and Bruce Hodgson and the ticket sales
were quickly made. The main items for the Auction were a most excellent large Crocheted
Woollen rug, a delightful woollen Scarfe and the Hotel management donated and Air Fryer.
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Many other items were kindly donated for the raffle prizes and Bruce Hodgson conducted
the Auction with considerable skill to extract a fair deal. The raffle followed with excellent
items for selection by successive winners until all were claimed. I believe the final count of
contributions for the Lunch, the Auction and Raffle allowed the deposit of $495 by the
Treasurer.
Congratulations and Thank You to all who were able to bring prizes to share, or bid for, or
win prizes to make it a most enjoyable afternoon.
Those who attended were impressed with the long narrow table layout in the private room
that facilitated easy conversations throughout the afternoon and the service was of a very
high standard.
I have conveyed our appreciation to Mr Lee Cleal the Function Manager for the most
excellent way his staff, Flora and Carly, looked after our needs during the afternoon,
especially during an emergency when a health problem arose as we were about to leave.
For your information, the member was happily on his way home shortly after and was able
attend the Melbourne Shrine of Remembrance the next morning.
Thank you for your ongoing support of this 2 Squadron Branch, Air Force Association and
the Committee looks forward to holding more fellowship functions.
Kind Regards,
Graham Henry
Vice President
12MAY21

2 APRIL 1975 – C-130 DAMAGED BY GUNFIRE AT PHAN RANG,
VIETNAM
Cramped conditions inside a Hercules from Detachment
S, transporting Vietnamese refugees from Phan Rang
airfield fleeing from advancing North Vietnamese forces.

In April 1975, RAAF C-130 Hercules were called in to
assist with evacuating refugees from Phan Rang,
Vietnam, during the final Communist offensive aimed at
destroying
the
southern
republic. Two aircraft flew in from Butterworth, Malaysia, on 2
April and each completed several flights to Can Tho over the
course of the day, during which matters became progressively
more chaotic. When four enemy rockets impacted on the
airfield 400 metres from where one Hercules stood, the aircraft
was mobbed by panic-stricken refugees. A Vietnamese soldier
attempting to quell the pandemonium fired warning shots into
the air –– and holed the aircraft’s elevator. Other soldiers forced
their way onto the aircraft, trampling anyone who got in their
way. Airfield staff later used fuel tankers to obstruct the last
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departing Hercules until given assurances that it would be returning. The RAAF was lucky
not to lose an aircraft that day.

More here: https://www.awm.gov.au/wartime/53/bullard_after_the_fall/

14 APRIL 2009 - CANBERRA LOST IN VIETNAM WAR FINALLY LOCATED
On
this
day,
an
investigative team from
the Australian Defence
Force completed a sevenhour journey by lorry, boat
and foot into an extremely
rugged,
remote
and
sparsely populated area of
Quang Nam Province in
Vietnam, near the border
with Laos, in search of
Canberra bomber A84-231
which went missing with
its two-man crew during
the Vietnam War (see 3
Search team at wreck site
November).
Items of
aircraft wreckage and military artefacts (including a club badge unique to the RAAF’s No 2
Squadron) were located the next
day, which confirmed that the
area contained the remains of the
missing Australian aircraft. In July
that year, a recovery operation,
named
Operation
Magpies
Return, found human remains at
the crash site. These were
transported to Hanoi, where
Vietnamese
and
Australian
forensic specialists identified
them as those of Flying Officer
Michael Herbert and Pilot Officer
Robert Carver. The remains were
repatriated to Australia on 31 August 2009.
More imagery on the recovery and repatriation is available
here: http://images.defence.gov.au/20090311
here: http://images.defence.gov.au/20090647 and
here: http://images.defence.gov.au/2009-0039

-66 Aug 09 Air Force news reporting
here: https://www.defence.gov.au/Publications/NewsPapers/Raaf/editions/5114/5114.pdf
The Advertiser press reporting here: https://www.adelaidenow.com.au/ipad/the-huntfor-magpie-91/news-story/42d42e8d17667893aadf81fee915faa7
A bridge in Adelaide commemorates Flying Officer Herbert; more
here: https://glamadelaide.com.au/new-bridge-opens-at-glenelg-north/

19 APRIL 1967 - 2SQN CANBERRAS ARRIVED
On this day, Canberra bombers of No 2 Squadron -- led by Wing Commander Rolf Aronsen
-- flew into Phan Rang air base, about 260 kilometers northeast of Saigon becoming the
third RAAF squadron (after Nos 9
and 35 Squadrons) to join the
conflict. The decision to deploy an
aircraft regarded by many as
obsolescent was both politic and
pragmatic. Politically, the United
States was eager for its allies to
contribute many and varied forces
to the war in Indochina to
demonstrate the 'Free World's'
Phan Rang
united front against international communism. The presence of those forces was more
important than their military utility as it seemed, after all, that the Americans had more
than enough combat power to win
the war without assistance. The
squadron operated day and night
missions destroying a wide range of
infrastructure targets as well as
attacking Viet Cong and North
Vietnamese troops. The squadron
served with the United States Air
Force’s 35th Tactical Fighter Wing
until leaving Vietnam on 14 June
1971. Five No 2 Squadron members No 2 Squadron Engine Fitters, Phan Rang, Mar 71
of the Squadron died during the war,
two on operations (see 14 April). No 2 Squadron was awarded the ‘Republic of Vietnam
Cross of Gallantry with Palm – Unit Citation’ and the ‘United States Air Force Outstanding
Unit Award (with Combat V Device)’.

A history of 2SQN in Vietnam is available
here: https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/U53556/
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6 MAY 1941 - 1 WAAAF TRAINING DEPOT FORMED IN
MELBOURNE
On this day, No 1 Women's Auxiliary Australian Air Force (WAAAF) Training Depot was
established at Mayfield Avenue, Malvern, Victoria. First known as the WAAAF Training
Depot, the depot was originally
staffed by three officers, one
nursing
sister
and
78
aircraftwomen
who
were responsible for training
WAAAFs
as
teleprinter
operators and in aircraft
recognition as well as physical
and
recreational
training. With the increase in
the numbers of students and
courses, the Depot moved to St
Catherine's School, Toorak on
24 March 1942. In January
c 1941
1943, the Depot was moved
again, this time to Preston, where a physical and recreational wing was formed. The Depot
also had staff working from 'Larundel', which had been converted to a mental hospital for
service personnel. The Depot
was
often
visited
by
journalists from the local
papers
and
also
war
correspondents who took
photos of the 116 women in
training to boost morale and
encourage recruitment. On
19 October 1945 the Depot
was disbanded, and 'Larundel'
handed over to a medical
training unit. A total of 9,854
women were trained at the
Depot in its nearly 3.5 years of operation.

6 MAY 1982 - RAAF ENSIGN RECEIVED ROYAL APPROVAL
With the formation of the Royal Australian Air Force on 31 March 1921, a new flag was
needed to be flown on a mast at the entrance to Air Force bases. Although several
uniquely Australian designs were proposed, the Australian Air Council directed in 1922 that
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the RAAF would use the RAF Ensign ‘without difference’. The RAF Ensign is a light blue (Air
Force Blue) British Ensign emblazoned with a large RAF Roundel. This Roundel consists of
concentric circles of red, white and dark blue. In 1948 it was decided to change the RAAF
Ensign to better reflect the Australian character. Consequently, the Southern Cross and the
Commonwealth Star were added and the RAF Roundel, although retained, was reduced in
size. This design was
granted
Royal
approval in January
1949. This ensign was
flown at the entrance
of
all
RAAF
establishments until
1982. In 1956, the Air
Force replaced the
RAF Roundel on the
side of its aircraft with
a distinctive RAAF Roundel consisting of a red kangaroo-in-motion surrounded by a blue
circle. However, the RAAF Ensign with its RAF Roundel remained unchanged. In 1981, Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II approved a new design for the RAAF Ensign. The only change
was the replacement of the RAF Roundel with the RAAF Roundel containing the red
kangaroo-in-motion at its centre. A proclamation was made by the Governor-General on 6
May 1982 recognising the new design, under section 5 of the Flags Act 1953, as the Ensign
of the Royal Australian Air Force.

8 MAY 1942 - PHENOMENAL GROWTH OF THE RAAF
By May 1942, the RAAF was 22 times the size of the force on the eve of WW II. More than
79,000 men and women had joined the RAAF although only 43,000 were directly involved
in home defence units. The remainder were in the Empire Air Training Scheme (EATS)
(33,000) or EATS squadrons (3,000).

Summary of Aircraft on Order - 8 May 1942
Type
Beaufort

Catalina
Hudson
Kittyhawk
Beaufighter
Vultee
Vengeance

No. on
Order
180

119
246
771
362
367

Source
Department of
Aircraft
Production
(DAP)
US
UK
US

Delivery Details
80 by end of July

27 received
All received or en route
50 received, 69 en route
54 received or shipped
12 possibly en route
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Boston

Boomerang
Transports
B-17 Flying
Fortress
TOTAL

-

US

100
90
143

DAP
US
US

27 from the Netherlands East
Indies. Originally ordered by France but
sent to the NEI after France's
capitulation. Then to Australia following
the Allies' surrender on Java
10 per month from June 1942
Indefinite wait
Indefinite wait

2,405

American aid was fundamental to the expansion of the RAAF. The generous Lend-Lease
program -- by which the US lent or leased material to Allied nations with no payment
required until after the war -- benefited Australia from the time of Pearl Harbor. Aircraft
and aviation supplies were central to the Lend-Lease program in Australia. In return for this
vital material, from September 1942, a reciprocal aid agreement had Australia providing
food, transport and military stores to the US. By this means, during the war Australia paid
more than 80% of the approximately $US1.4 billion it received in aid. The accounts were
settled by 1946.
Source: 'Whispering Death - Australian Airmen in the Pacific War', Mark Johnston,
Allen & Unwin, 2011.

20 MAY 1942 - LAST LOCKHEED HUDSON DELIVERED TO THE RAAF
The Lockheed Hudson general reconnaissance bomber first flew on 10 December 1938, and
was the military
version
of
the
Lockheed 14 Super
Electra which, in
turn, was derived
from the Lockheed
10 Electra. Later in
1938, the Hudson
was ordered for the
RAAF and the first
aircraft, A16-1, was
received at No 2
Aircraft Depot on 9
February 1940, and
the last, A16-247, on
this day in May
1942. By August
1940, Hudsons of Nos 1 and 8 Squadrons had deployed to Malaya and these aircraft made
the first RAAF retaliative missions against the Japanese on 8 December 1941. Hudsons
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continued to strike back during the
following months of adversity and
wreaked tremendous damage on
enemy ships and landing forces. In
the Pacific area, Hudsons served
with Nos 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 23, 24,
25, 32 and 38 Squadrons, while
RAF-serialled Hudsons operated
with No 459 Squadron in the
Middle
East.
With
the
Temora Aviation Museum (TAM) Hudson
introduction of Beauforts, the
Hudsons were gradually relegated
to communication and training duties. Hudsons were phased out of the RAAF by 1949, but
as late as 1963 various Hudsons had been operated by a variety of civilian companies for
airline and survey work.

21 MAY 2004 - FIRST ‘WEDGETAIL’ FLIGHT IN US
On this day, the prototype of the RAAF’s new Airborne Early Warning and
Control (AEW&C) aircraft, the ‘Wedgetail’, made its first flight from Boeing
Field at Seattle, Washington, in the US, wearing the insignia of No 2
Squadron. The aircraft, which is modelled on the Boeing 737, made a twohour flight for testing of its systems and structure. The tests were all
successful in that no faults were reported by the crew. Airworthiness
testing in later months was expected to provide greater insight into aircraft
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systems. Under the project, the RAAF would receive six airframes at a cost of A$3.4 billion,
to herald a new era of aerial surveillance for the Australian Defence Force. The Air Force
planned to accept delivery of the first Wedgetail in November 2006, but unexpected
problems delayed this for more than three years (see 26 November).
More here: https://www.airforce.gov.au/technology/aircraft/intelligence-surveillanceand-reconnaissance/e-7a-wedgetail

TIME FOR A DURRY
In the UK, a successful
R.A.A.F welfare initiative
towards the end of WW II
was the Cigarette Fund
which ensured that each
member of the R.A.A.F.
received a personal monthly
issue of 600 American
cigarettes (or the equivalent
in tobacco or cigars) despite
the great tobacco scarcity in
the United Kingdom. The
total saving to R.A.A.F.
amounted to £1,250,000,
and from a small marginal
profit other welfare projects were adequately financed. Other personal items such as pipes
and fountain pens, which were often difficult to buy in country areas during wartime, were
also made available through welfare channels. Australian cinema newsreels (News from
Home) were distributed to all R.A.F. stations at which more than 30 Australians were
serving. Two major trading ventures after the war had ended also deserve mention. To
replace watches lost by prisoners of war and operational aircrew through enemy action, or
rendered unserviceable by cold, magnetism or other conditions, some 8,606 high-grade
Swiss watches were imported with Treasury approval and sold to aircrew at a fraction of
the retail prices. Again, although during the war lack of shipping space and the difficulty of
dispersal had prevented the operation of a R.A.A.F canteen service, surplus foodstuffs
became available when the P.O.W. reception centres closed, and these were disposed of
through temporary canteens set up at the main R.A.A.F. holding units and at squadrons still
in existence. Generous monthly allocations of meats, fruit, sweets, sugar, butter, soap and
other goods heavily rationed at that time permitted many Australians during their last three
months in England to repay hospitality they had themselves received by restocking the
larders of their hosts.
Source - Official History
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29 MAY 1953 - FIRST FLIGHT OF AUSTRALIAN-BUILT
The English Electric Canberra was the result of a 1944 RAF requirement for a jet bomber to
fulfil the role of the
wartime de Havilland
Mosquito. There was a
British
tradition
of
naming
its
bomber
aircraft after cities (such
as
Lancaster,
Manchester, Lincoln and
Stirling).
The RAAF
showed an early interest
in the aircraft, which led
the chairman of English
Electric,
Sir
George
A84-201, Heathrow Airport, Oct 53
Nelson, proposing the
name 'Canberra' for the new bomber, the prototype of which first flew in May 1949. The
first production model, the Canberra Mk 20, entered service in May 1951. The Australia
version -- the Canberra B.20 -- was manufactured under licence by the Government Aircraft
Factory (GAF). It was based on the B.2, but possessed a modified wing leading edge, and
increased fuel capacity. The first Australian-built Canberra, A84-201, first flew on this day at
Avalon and was delivered to
the RAAF for service trials a few
weeks later. Nos 1, 2 and 6
Squadrons
and
Aircraft
Research and Development
Unit (ARDU) operated 52
Canberras -- bombers and
trainers; the Canberra was
retired from service in Nos 1
and 6 Squadrons in 1971, when
the
F4E
Phantom
was
introduced, and - finally - from
Oct 88
No 2 Squadron in 1982.
More on the GAF English Electric Canberra here:
https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/F04759/ and here: https://hars.org.au/englishelectric-canberra/
A84-201 is now at RAAF Amberley. More on the RAAF Amberley Aviation
Heritage Centre is here:
https://www.raafamberleyheritage.gov.au/aircraft/canberra/
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MEMBERSHIP
Membership of No 2 Squadron Branch (Air Force Association Victorian) is open to all
serving and former members of No 2 Squadron, all serving and former Air Force members,
their dependants and all adults who have an aviation interest and support the aims and
objects of the Air Force Association. Application forms can be downloaded directly from
the Air Force Association Victoria website: https://afavic.org.au/index.php?action=join
Warm Regards and Stay Safe,

Walter Sherman
Walter Sherman
President
No 2 Squadron Branch (Air Force Association Victoria)
https://afavic.org.au/content/762/branch-2-squadron
31 May 2021
2SQN RAAF Honours
Presidential Citation WW2
Unit Citation, Vietnam
Air Force Outstanding Unit Award, Vietnam

Motto:
Consilio et Manu
(To Advise and to Strike)

